
Spelling Lesson 24 – Owen & Mzee  

hundred  Sentence: There are a hundred pennies in a dollar. Definition: a number equal to ten groups of ten  

supply  Sentence: Our supply of water comes from the lake. Definition: an amount available for use  

single  Sentence: There was not a single pen in the empty box. Definition: unaccompanied by others or solitary  

middle  Sentence: That donut has jelly in the middle. Definition: the inside portion  

explain  Sentence: Can you explain how the vase broke? Definition: to offer reasons for  

surprise  Sentence: He'll surprise her with an unexpected gift! Definition: to catch someone off guard; astonish  

pilgrim  Sentence: A religious pilgrim travels to sacred sites. Definition: a person who travels in search of 
something  

sandwich  Sentence: I ate a turkey sandwich on white bread. Definition: meal of two bread slices around filling  

instead  Sentence: I'd rather have eggs instead of pancakes. Definition: in place of or rather than  

complete  Sentence: Do you have the complete set, or just pieces? Definition: having all its parts  

monster  Sentence: The scary monster was ugly and mean. Definition: strange or scary imaginary creature  

settle  Sentence: Settle your differences and stop arguing. Definition: resolve, put to an end, come to rest  

address  Sentence: Write the delivery address on the envelope. Definition: place to which a letter will be 
delivered  

farther Sentence: He ran longer and farther than he had before. Definition: at or to a more distant or 
advanced point  

sample  Sentence: I can show you a sample of my past work. Definition: a small part representing the whole  

although  Sentence: I passed the test although I was not ready. Definition: despite the fact that  

turtle  Sentence: A turtle is a reptile with a hard shell. Definition: species of reptile with a hard shell  

athlete  Sentence: That football player is a great athlete. Definition: one doing sports requiring physical 
stamina  

orchard  Sentence: Hundreds of fruit trees grew in the orchard. Definition: land designated for growing fruit 
trees  

kingdom  Sentence: The monarch reigned over his vast kingdom. Definition: country with a king or queen as 
ruler 


